
By Matt Dougherty 
Renderings courtesy of Three

For Dallas-based Three, “it’s always been about 

creating architecture that connects our guest 

emotionally to the design,” says firm principal 

David Fowler, who was drawn to the firm because 

of its motto to develop projects that lift the human 

spirit. With a strong portfolio of hospitality, 

residential, and senior living projects under its 

belt, Three’s future can be viewed through three 

upcoming properties: the clubhouse at Cap Rock 

Members Club in Texas, a high-end Caribbean 

residential development, and a luxury hotel in 

West Hollywood. 

Cap Rock Members Club, Texas
Situated on a hilltop of exposed rock in 

Horseshoe Bay, Texas, about 54 miles northwest 

of Austin, the design of Cap Rock Members 

Club (Dallas firm CoberKoeda is responsible for 

the interiors) is inspired by the site’s geological 

features, including many car-sized boulders. 

“The buildings emulate the way the boulders 

fragmented over time and how tectonic plates 

shift under the Earth’s crust, forcing cap rocks to 

surface,” Fowler says of the property, which will 

open this spring. The look of the main clubhouse’s 

roof, for example, comprises six different planes 

meeting at various angles without parallel lines. 

Further, glass creates smooth transitions between 

inside and out, reflecting the surrounding 

landscape in the process. 

Luxury Residential Development, Nevis, 
the Caribbean
With construction projected to start this fall, the 

architecture of this low-rise luxury residential 

community on the volcanic Caribbean island of 

Nevis takes cues from the patterns in the Earth 

formed by flowing lava. Situated in an arid, open 

space halfway down the dormant volcano, it 

is topped by a rainforest and has 360 views of 

the mountain above and the beach below. “The 

concept will offer a sanctuary from the modern 

environment,” Fowler says. In addition to outdoor 

kitchens and plunge pools, each unit opens to a 

private terrace with sweeping Atlantic views. 

perspectives on the boards

HUMAN SCALE 
A trio of projects reflects Three’s diverse 
portfolio

Luxury Hotel, West Hollywood
According to specific zoning laws, new 

buildings located on Sunset Boulevard must 

have a visual connection to southern Los 

Angeles. In response, Three designed the 

building with an intentional horizontal hole in 

its façade that allows sunlight to pass through, 

while also creating a dynamic plaza with 

entertainment options. “The energy of Sunset 

Boulevard’s nightlife, music, and fashion is 
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Cap Rock Members Club, shown in a 
rendering, will reflect shifting boulders

the inspiration for this urban resort,” he says. “It’s 

about a street scene, which is mirrored in the 

design.” With HBA handling the interiors, the 

building’s concept is informed by the alternating 

tempo of “L.A. Women” by The Doors. Adds 

Fowler: “With some rooms more open to the street 

and others more obscured from view, the changing 

rhythm of the song provided the key.” hd

See more at  hospita l i tydesign.com

A rendering of the luxury 
hotel in West Hollywood
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SOURCES
OWNER: iStar, New York; OPERATOR: Salt Hotels, New York; DESIGN FIRM: Anda Andrei Design, 
New York: Anda Andrei, president; bonetti/kozerski Architecture DPC, New York: Dominic Kozerski, 
Enrico Bonetti, partners; Jamie Chiang, project manager; ARCHITECT: Mistry Design, Netcong, 
New Jersey: Yogesh Mistry, founder; PURCHASING COMPANY: Purchasing Associates, Peekskill, 
New York; GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Sordoni Construction, Bedminster, New Jersey; DESIGN 
CONSULTANTS: Cour Design, Nashville, Tennessee (sound and stage lighting design); WALD Studio, 
New York (architectural lighting design); Pork Chop (exterior murals); Matt Glifford (custom-made 
speaker wall); AUDIO/VISUAL & ELECTRONICS: Digico; L’ Acoustics Line Array; FURNITURE:  
Amlgmatd; Archiproducts; Killerspin; SixInch; Yogibo; LIGHTING: Cour Design; Elation; Martin; 
SIGNAGE: Brunswick; Draper

FINALIST

ASBURY LANES 
ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY

DESIGN FIRMS: Anda Andrei Design, 

New York; bonetti/kozerski architec-

ture, New York

THE COMMISSION: Bring the Jersey 

Shore fixture back to life after a half-

century of hard use to claim its rightful 

place in this comeback-kid city. 

Address the structural and mechanical 

issues that threatened the Lanes with 

closure, or even demolition. Mend what 

needs fixing but keep as many original 

features as possible—from the meticu-

lously preserved layers of rock posters 

to the decades’ worth of paint jobs on 

the interior walls. 

THE CHARRETTE: Talk about an adult 

playground. Create the ultimate late-

night triple threat as the latest in real 

estate company iStar’s multi-billion-

dollar redevelopment of the city. Now 

more than just a bowling alley, it’s 

become a state-of-the-art music venue 

with double the capacity (746) of its 

former limit thanks to platforms that 

cover the bowling lanes during a show. 

Not to mention the full-service bar that 

was added as well as a classic diner.  

“There’s no flash,” says designer Anda 

Andrei. “No one wants it too polished.  

This is a meaningful building.”

THE COOL STUFF: By a happy accident, 

the stark temporary lighting that was 

used when the project was a construc-

tion site is now the Lanes’ permanent 

lighting scheme. Well, that was easy…

THE CARRY-OUT: There’s a big kid in 

all of us, screaming for new ways to play. 

Bold visuals such as the American flag 

built out in bowling balls and installed 

above the bar break the visual ice. The 

primary-color painted metal bar stools 

pick up that theme. The sinuous, by-level 

lounges that wrap around the space are 

reminiscent of playground structures. 

The cherry on top of this sundae of good 

ol’ fashioned East Coast summer fun?—a 

“secret” passageway from the Lanes to 

The Asbury hotel next door.

SOURCES
OWNER/OPERATOR: SVP Boutique Design, ST Media Group International Inc., 
Cincinnati; DESIGN FIRM: CoberKoeda, Inc., Dallas: May Poon and Liza Koeda, 
principals; WilsonRed, Dallas; Margaret Shutze and Trisha Wilson, principal; 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: ST Media Group International Inc., Cincinnati; The 
Freeman Company; ARCHITECTURAL MATERIALS: Vaughan Benz; ART & 
ACCESSORIES: Art Dallas; AUDIO/VISUAL & ELECTRONICS: Pioneer Pro Audio; 
BATH & SPA: Delta Faucet; FABRICS: Swavelle Hospitality; FURNITURE: Vaughan 
Benz; LIGHTING: Swarovski Lighting Ltd; SIGNAGE: Art Dallas

FINALIST

MAD HATTER’S TEA PARTY AT  
BOUTIQUE DESIGN NEW YORK 2017
NEW YORK

DESIGN FIRMS: CoberKoeda, Inc., Dallas;  

WILSON-RED, Dallas

THE COMMISSION: Reimagine the story 

of Alice in Wonderland’s fated trip down 

the “rabbit hole” into a fantastical lounge for 

attendees of Boutique Design New York. “As 

soon as the theme was selected, we set param-

eters for the concept to be distilled, contempo-

rary and über luxe,” says May Poon, principal, 

CoberKoeda. Draw the crowd into the space 

on the trade show floor with a 16-ft. architec-

tural forest they can’t miss (or resist).  Set the 

table (and chairs) for a tea party that invites 

attendees to work or network under the shel-

tering sculptural white forest and the crystal-

ized lighting structures that mirror them.

THE CHARRETTE: Every piece of FF&E 

tells the story. Glittering chandeliers suggest 

stylized versions of a bird’s nest and tree 

branches. Each character from the famed tale 

has a special seating element reflecting their 

own reality of the Mad Hatter’s tea party—

from the Caterpillar’s settee to Alice’s low-

backed chair and the Mad Hatter’s erstwhile 

throne. Underfoot, the story continues with 

the Forest Ground, Imagination, Curiouser 

and Mad Bonkers rugs.

THE COOL STUFF: Materials are whimsical 

and reinforce the dream-like setting, from the 

reflective, distorted black and white checkered 

bar tops to the “moss-topped” poufs.

THE CARRY-OUT: Who needs walls? The design 

concept is elevated by transforming it into a 

three-dimensional, immersive “experience,” 

thanks to the use of unique sculptural elements 

that make guests feel enveloped in wonder.



ogether.” Like the work, many of 

he people have also stayed the 

ame. That, however, has more 

o do with the relationships she 

as built rather than the nature 

f the work. At MCR alone, she 

stimated that fi ve of the team 

members there are people she 

met at other companies who 

ollowed her there. Inspired by 

he mentors who led her in her 

arly career, she said she takes 

ride in paying it forward and 

elping her colleagues. Her 

dvice for the women coming up 

 the hospitality and real estate 

dustries today: Don’t worry 

bout the fact that sometimes 

ou’re the only woman in the 

oom. “It’s still a somewhat 

male-dominated industry, 

specially the further up you 

et in the industry. I would 

ncourage all women not to be 

timated by that.”

NINA KLEIMAN
VP, HOTELAVE
varied background in the 

otel industry—starting as 

n operations trainee and 

progressing to property-

level management roles and 

investment analysis—is the 

foundation of Nina Kleiman’s 

success. “I have a unique 

breadth and depth of experience 

in hotel operations, Wall Street, 

hospitality consulting, brand and 

asset management working for 

a diverse group of stakeholders, 

including public and private hotel 

companies, owners and brands,” 

she said. “This combination 

enables me to be a fl exible 

thinker to understand the many 

stakeholder perspectives to 

achieve results. For example, 

I can ‘talk the talk’ with a 

general manager to improve 

results collaboratively because 

I’ve been behind a front desk 

and know what’s possible.” 

According to Kleiman, it’s not 

always easy to balance the 

two major life forces, work and 

family, but it can be done. “I 

consider myself a role model 

professionally for those that 

I have trained, mentored and 

helped to grow and develop, and 

I also believe I have modeled 

behavior for my two children. 

While it sometimes presents 

one of those life challenges, it is 

possible to work in a rewarding 

and fulfi lling job while being 

there to support, guide and 

develop your children. You must 

work at it like anything until you 

get the right formula, where you 

feel successful at both.”  

.LIZA KOEDA
PRINCIPAL/COFOUNDER, 
COBERKOEDA
Along with her partner May 

Poon Cober, Liza Koeda 

founded CoberKoeda three 

years ago after spending nearly 

15 years designing with Wilson 

Associates—the fi rst job she 

had after earning her degree 

in interior design from the 

University of North Texas. “I’ve 

always loved design, art, 

buildings and of course staying 

at amazing beautiful hotels and 

resorts,” Koeda recalled. “Being 

in the hospitality design industry 

for me is most inspiring. I have 

been pushed to reach far beyond 

my own parameters to stay 

creative!” The best part of being 

a hotel designer, Koeda said, is 

the whole design process itself, 

from concept design all the way 

to seeing the project being built. 

“Being inside and experiencing 

the space that we have designed 

is one of the best rewards as 

a designer.” Leadership, she 

added, is when one works

hardest, sets direction, bu

an inspiring vision to creat

something new, communi

well and knows how to list

leader will never stop learn

she said. With new deman

and new technology chan

what guests expect a hote

look like, Koeda believes t

sky is the limit for the hosp

design industry. “Everyon

everything infl uences eac

in every way,” she said. “A

can do is to keep getting e

getting inspired and creat

 KIMBERLEY KUSHNER
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF S
& DESIGN, BEST WESTERN 
& RESORTS
A 25-year industry veteran

career roots in La Quinta, 

Hospitality, IHG and Marri

branded hotels, Kimberley

Kushner joined BW in 200

utilizing her skill set to hel

transition the global portfo

as it grew from one brand

to the current roster of 16.

graduate of Washington S


